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DATA RECORDING APPARATUS AND 
ELECTRONIC CAMERA 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is based upon and claims the 
bene?t of priority from the prior Japanese Patent Application 
No. 2004-132048 ?led on Apr. 27, 2004; the entire contents 
of Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to a data recording 
apparatus Which records continuous information data on 
time series and an electronic camera Which records image 
data of a picked-up moving image or still image. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Conventionally, a hard disk (hereinafter, simply 
referred to as an HDD) as a storage medium of various 
information data reduces the siZe thereof and increases the 
capacity of the amount of recorded information data. The 
compact HDD With the large recording capacity Writes/reads 
data at random and therefore is much used as a storage 
device of various information data. 

[0006] In particular, the recent HDD is used for a digital 
video camera, a digital still camera, or mobile data recording 
apparatus. Amoving image recording apparatus serving as a 
video camera has such a problem that it takes a long time for 
searching for and reading a user’s desiring scene from a long 
recorded moving image of Which data is recorded from the 
start to the end of image pickup operation into one ?le. 

[0007] In order to solve the problem, Japanese Unexam 
ined Patent Application Publication No. 2001-275081 (here 
inafter, referred to as Document 1) discloses a moving image 
recording apparatus having a random-access HDD serving 
as the storage medium Wherein, When recording the picked 
up moving image data to the HDD, a recording ?le is divided 
for every scene in Which the motion of a picked-up moving 
image is detected to be recorded thereto. 

[0008] That is, in the moving image recording apparatus 
proposed in document 1, the recording ?le is divided every 
scene in Which a motion is detected and the divided record 
ing ?les are recorded to the HDD and thus the fast play 
operation of the desired scene is enabled With the designa 
tion of the recording ?le in the play operation. HoWever, the 
moving image recording apparatus disclosed in document 1 
needs the storage medium having the recording capacity 
corresponding to the amount of data of image signals as a 
copy target to copy a moving image signal recorded to the 
HDD to another storage medium. 

[0009] Further, a semiconductor memory card including a 
semiconductor memory, e.g., secure digital memory card 
(hereinafter, referred to as an SD-card) is put into practical 
use, as the storage medium. The SD-card is particularly used 
as the storage medium of a digital still camera. The SD-card 
is good in portability and easy for handling and manage 
ment. 

[0010] Further, a recent digital video camera and a digital 
still camera pick up and record the moving image and the 
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still image. HoWever, in the digital video camera and the 
digital still camera having the SD-card serving as the storage 
medium, the recording time of the moving image, namely, 
the recording capacity of the moving image data is limited 
depending on the alloWable recording capacity of the SD 
card. Therefore, the digital video camera and the digital still 
camera, in place of the SD-card serving as the storage 
medium, can pick up and record the moving image for 
longer time using the HDD. 

[0011] In the moving image recording apparatus disclosed 
in document 1 or the digital video camera or digital still 
camera (hereinafter, referred to as an electronic camera) 
having the HDD serving as the storage medium, the picked 
up image data recorded to the HDD is transferred via a 
personal computer to record to another storage medium 
having the recording capacity or more of the picked-up 
image data recorded to the HDD, e.g., a DVD-RAM. 

[0012] When the picked-up image data has already been 
recorded up to the full recording capacity of HDD, the 
electronic camera can record the subsequent picked-up 
image data only by transferring and recording the data to 
another storage medium via the personal computer and by 
then creating a non-recording area. 

[0013] Then, the electronic camera requires the easy trans 
fer and recording of the picked-up image data recorded to 
the HDD to another storage medium, not via the personal 
computer. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0014] It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
data recording apparatus and an electronic camera Which 
transfer and record data recorded to an HDD serving as a 
main storage medium With a large recording capacity to 
another storage medium by using the HDD and a mobile 
SD-card serving as a sub storage medium, namely, a transfer 
medium. 

[0015] A data recording apparatus according to an aspect 
of the present invention comprises: a digital information 
data creating unit Which creates digital information data by 
performing predetermined encoding and compression of 
continuous input information signals on time series; a stor 
age medium Which records the digital information data 
created by the digital information data creating unit; and a 
data recording control unit Which divides the digital infor 
mation data created by the digital information data creating 
unit into a plurality of data based on the unit of preset data 
capacity and records the data to the storage medium. 

[0016] An electronic camera according to the aspect of the 
present invention comprises: an image pickup unit Which 
converts an optical image of a subject into an electronic 
signal, performs predetermined signal processing of the 
electronic signal, and creates an image pickup signal; a 
digital image data creating unit Which performs predeter 
mined encoding and compression of the image pickup signal 
created by the image pickup unit and creates digital image 
data; a storage medium Which records the digital image data 
created by the digital image data creating unit; and a data 
recording control unit Which divides the digital image data 
based on the unit of preset data capacity and records the 
divided data to the storage medium. 

[0017] The above and other objects, features and advan 
tage of the invention Will become more clearly from the 
folloWing referring to the accompanying draWing. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the entire 
structure of an electronic camera according to one embodi 

ment of the present invention; 

[0019] FIG. 2 is a rear perspective vieW shoWing the 
structure of appearance of the electronic camera according 
to the embodiment of the present invention; 

[0020] FIG. 3 is an explanatory diagram for a recording 
folder and a recording ?le Which record moving image data 
to a main storage medium in the electronic camera according 
to the embodiment of the present invention; 

[0021] FIG. 4 is an explanatory diagram Which copies and 
records, to a sub storage medium, the moving image data 
Which is obtained by dividing the recording ?le to the main 
storage medium in the electronic camera and by recording 
the divided recording ?les according to the embodiment of 
the present invention; 

[0022] FIG. 5 is an explanatory diagram of a screen Which 
sets the dividing siZe of recording ?le, Which is set to the 
main storage medium in the electronic camera according to 
the embodiment of the present invention; 

[0023] FIG. 6 is an explanatory diagram of a list of 
divided recording ?les Which is created upon dividing and 
recording the recording ?les to the main storage medium in 
the electronic camera according to the embodiment of the 
present invention; 
[0024] FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagram for redundantly 
recording the moving image data betWeen recording ?les 
upon dividing the recording ?le and recording the divided 
recording ?les to the main storage medium in the electronic 
camera according to the embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
[0025] FIG. 8 is a ?oWchart of the operation for creating 
the recording folder Which records still image data to the 
main storage medium in the operation for picking-up a still 
image of the electronic camera according to the embodiment 
of the present invention; 

[0026] FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram of a relationship 
betWeen the recording ?le and the recording folder for 
recording the still image data to the main storage medium in 
the operation for picking-up the still image in the electronic 
camera according to the embodiment of the present inven 
tion; and 

[0027] FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram shoWing the 
structure of recording moving image data to a main storage 
medium in the electronic camera according to a conven 
tional art. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0028] HereinbeloW, a detailed description is given of an 
embodiment of the present invention With reference to the 
draWings. 

[0029] The inventor of the present invention focuses the 
long recording of a large amount of image data in the 
compact HDD With the large recording capacity and the 
simple handling and management of the mobile SD-card. An 
electronic camera according to one embodiment of the 
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present invention uses the HDD for long recording serving 
as a main storage medium, the mobile SD-card With the 
simple handling and management serving as a sub storage 
medium, and further uses the SD-card serving as a transfer 
medium for transferring, to another storage medium, the 
picked-up image data recorded to the HDD. 

[0030] A digital still camera having the HDD serving as 
the storage medium records as one recording ?le a moving 
image in the pickup operation of the moving image. The 
moving image data recorded to the HDD as one recording 
?le has the amount of data excessively larger than the 
recording capacity of SD-card. Therefore, one piece of 
moving image data recorded to the HDD needs to be 
divided, be transferred, and be copied to a plurality of 
SD-cards. Referring to FIG. 10, the moving image data 
having the amount of data of 2 GB recorded as one recording 
?le PDR_0001.avi to the HDD having the recording capac 
ity of 2 GB is not transferred to be copied to one SD-card 
having the recording capacity of 512 MB. Therefore, the 
moving image data having the amount of data of 2 GB 
recorded to the HDD must be divided into a plurality of 
SD-cards having the recording capacity of 512 MB and be 
copied. Further, the moving image data divided, transferred, 
and copied to the plurality of SD-cards must clearly corre 
spond to the original moving image data recorded to the 
HDD. 

[0031] According to the embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the moving image data recorded to the HDD corre 
sponds to the moving image data divided, transferred, and 
copied to the plurality of SD-cards, upon transferring and 
recording, to another storage medium, the moving image 
data recorded to the HDD using the SD-cards as transfer 
media. 

[0032] The electronic camera Will be described according 
to the embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 1 is a 
block diagram shoWing the entire structure of the electronic 
camera according to the embodiment of the present inven 
tion. FIG. 2 is a rear perspective vieW shoWing the structure 
of appearance of the electronic camera according to the 
embodiment of the present invention. An electronic camera 
10 serving as a digital still camera Will be described accord 
ing to the embodiment of the present invention. 

[0033] The structure of the electronic camera 10 according 
to the embodiment of the present invention comprises: a 
microcomputer 11; an image pickup lens 12; a charge 
coupled device (hereinafter, referred to as a CCD) 13; an 
analog/digital converting circuit (hereinafter, referred to as 
an A/D converting circuit) 14; a CCD signal processing 
circuit 15; a Work memory 16; an image display processing 
circuit 18; an image display apparatus 19; an image encode/ 
decode circuit 20; a ?ash ROM 21; an operating unit 30; a 
main storage medium 40; and a sub storage medium 50. The 
microcomputer 11 comprises: a CPU 17a; and a memory 
controller 17b. 

[0034] The image pickup lens 12 forms an optical image 
of a subject onto the CCD 13. The CCD 13 converts, into an 
electronic signal, the optical image of the subject Which is 
picked-up by the image pickup lens 12. The electronic signal 
converted by the CCD 13 is converted into a digital signal 
from an analog signal by the A/D converting circuit 14, and 
is supplied to the CCD signal processing circuit 15. 
[0035] The CCD signal processing circuit 15 creates a 
luminance signal and color difference signals based on the 
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digital signal from the CCD 13, and obtains a digital image 
signal after the y correction and the contour emphasis and 
correction. The digital image signal is temporarily stored in 
the ?ash ROM 21 via the memory controller 17b by the CPU 
17a in the microcomputer 11. The CCD 13, the A/D con 
verting circuit 14, and the CCD signal processing circuit 15 
constitute an image pickup unit. 

[0036] The CPU 17a of the microcomputer 11 controls the 
memory controller 17b to read and develop a driving control 
program of various circuit functions stored in the Work 
memory 16. The CPU 17a controls the driving operation of 
circuit functions on the control program read from the Work 
memory 16 in response to various operating instructions 
inputted from the operating unit 30 by the user. 

[0037] The CPU 17a mainly controls: the temporary stor 
age of the digital image signal from the CCD signal pro 
cessing circuit 15 into the ?ash ROM 21; the reading 
operation of the digital image signal temporarily-stored in 
the ?ash ROM 21 and the supply operation of the digital 
image signal to an image display unit comprising the image 
display processing circuit 18 and the image display appa 
ratus 19 and a digital image data creating unit of the image 
encode/decode circuit 20; and the recording and reading 
operation of the digital image data Which is created after 
predetermined encoding and compression by the image 
encode/decode circuit 20, to the main storage medium 40 or 
sub storage medium 50 serving as the storage medium. 

[0038] The image display processing circuit 18 performs 
processing for displaying a photo-picture on the image 
display apparatus 19 by using the digital image signal 
supplied via the memory controller 17b under the control of 
the CPU 17a. The image display apparatus 19 comprises a 
picture image display device such as a liquid crystal display, 
and displays the photo-picture under the control of the image 
display processing circuit 18. Atouch panel is also arranged 
to the liquid crystal display of the image display apparatus 
19, and the operation or control of the electronic camera 10 
is instructed by touching the touch panel by the user. 

[0039] The image encode/decode circuit 20 receives the 
operation of the pickup operation of the moving image from 
the operating unit 30 by the user and then encodes and 
compresses the digital moving image signal Which is created 
by the CCD signal processing circuit 15 and is temporarily 
stored in the ?ash ROM 21, and converts the signal into the 
digital moving image data. The encoding and compression 
of the moving image signal convert the data into the digital 
moving image data based on the MPEG3 system. The user 
inputs the operation for picking-up the still image and then 
the image encode/decode circuit 20 encodes and compresses 
the digital still image signal Which is created by the CCD 
signal processing circuit 15 and is temporarily stored in the 
?ash ROM 21 and further converts the data into the digital 
still image data. The encoding and compression of the still 
image signal convert the data into the digital still image data 
based on the MPEG1 system. That is, the image encode/ 
decode circuit 20 forms a digital image data creating unit. 

[0040] The digital moving image data or digital still image 
data converted by the image encode/decode circuit 20 is 
recorded to the main storage medium 40 under the control of 
the CPU 17a. 

[0041] Further, the image encode/decode circuit 20 reads 
the digital moving image data or digital still image data 
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recorded to the main storage medium 40 under the control of 
the CPU 17a, performs predetermined decoding and decom 
pression of the read data, demodulates the processed data to 
the digital image signal of the moving image or still image, 
and temporarily stores the demodulated data to the ?ash 
ROM 21. Further, the CPU 17a reads the demodulated 
digital image signal Which is temporarily stored in the ?ash 
ROM 21, the image display processing circuit 18 performs 
predetermined display processing of the read signal, and the 
image display apparatus 19 displays the picked-up moving 
image or still image. 

[0042] The ?ash ROM 21 temporarily stores the digital 
image signal created by the CCD signal processing circuit 
15 under the control of the CPU 17a, and temporarily stores 
the digital image signal Which is encoded and compressed 
by the image encode/decode circuit 20 or the digital image 
signal Which is decoded and decompressed. 

[0043] The operating unit 30 comprises a sWitch, a button, 
a touch panel, and the like Which are used When the user 
picks-up on the electronic camera 10 and instruct various 
operations as folloWs: controlling the eXposure and the 
focusing of the image pickup lens 12; selecting the moving 
image or still image; a shutter button for picking-up it; and 
recording and reading the digital image data to the main 
storage medium 40 or the sub storage medium 50, Which 
Will be described later. 

[0044] The main storage medium 40 is constituted of the 
above-mentioned compact HDD With a large recording 
capacity. Basically, the HDD is included in a casing of the 
electronic camera 10 so as to prevent the easy detachment by 
the user. The sub storage medium 50 is constituted of the 
above-mentioned SD-card. The SD-card is attached to the 
electronic camera 10 so as to be detachable by the user. 

[0045] Referring to FIG. 2, With respect to the appearance 
of the electronic camera 10 With the above structure, the 
electronic camera 10 comprises the image pickup lens 12 
and a sensor for measuring light or distance (not shoWn) on 
the front side of the casing. The electronic camera 10 
comprises, on the rear side thereof, a liquid crystal display 
19‘ serving as the image display apparatus 19, and mode 
setting buttons comprising a button and a sWitch (not shoWn) 
for selecting and inputting various operating modes such as 
the selection of the moving image or still image of the 
electronic camera 10, the image quality setting in the opera 
tion for picking-up the still image, the setting of the pickup 
date, and the display of a recording situation or free-space 
capacity of the storage medium. The liquid crystal display 
19‘ has also a touch panel. The touch panel displays a setting 
screen of the various operating modes such as a setting input 
screen of the recording capacity in the division and record 
ing of the image data to the main storage medium 40 
according to the embodiment, Which Will be described later. 

[0046] The electronic camera 10 comprises, on the top of 
the casing thereof, a shutter button 31 Which instructs the 
start and end of the image pickup operation of moving image 
or still image. Further, the casing of the electronic camera 10 
includes the above-mentioned circuit functions 13 to 21, and 
further comprises the HDD serving as the main storage 
medium 40 (hereinbeloW, also referred to as the HDD 40) 
and the sub-storage-medium slot 51 Which detaches the 
SD-card serving as the sub storage medium 50 (hereinafter, 
also referred to as the SD-card 50). 
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[0047] Next, a description is given of the operation of the 
data recording control unit of the CPU 17a, Which divides 
the picked-up digital moving image data in the image pickup 
operation of the moving image into a plurality of recording 
?les and records the divided recording ?les to the main 
storage medium 40 according to the embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0048] In the electronic camera 10, the moving image 
pickup mode is,selected and is inputted by using the mode 
setting button of the operating unit 30 by the user, then, the 
shutter button 31 is pressed, the image pickup operation of 
the moving image starts, and the moving image is picked-up 
during pressing the shutter button 31. The A/D converting 
circuit 14 and the CCD signal processing circuit 15 convert, 
into the digital moving image signal, the electronic signal of 
the subject converted by the CCD 13 in the image pickup 
operation of the moving image. The digital moving image 
signal is temporarily stored in the ?ash ROM 21 under the 
control of the CPU 17a. The CPU 17a reads the digital 
moving image signal temporarily-stored in the ?ash ROM 
21, the image display processing circuit 18 performs the 
image display processing of the read signal, and the liquid 
crystal display 19‘ of the image display apparatus 19 dis 
plays the picked-up moving image. Further, the CPU 17a 
enables the image encode/decode circuit 20 to encode and 
compress the digital moving image signal to a predeter 
mined moving image signal. Further, the CPU 17a enables 
the image encode/decode circuit 20 to convert the processed 
data into the digital moving image data and to record the 
converted data to the HDD 40 serving as the main storage 
medium 40. 

[0049] Upon recording, to the HDD 40, the digital moving 
image data converted by the image encode/decode circuit 
20, referring to FIG. 3, the CPU 17a creates in the HDD 40 
a recording folder 100_PDR for the moving image, and sets 
a plurality of recording ?les PDR_0001.avi to 
PDR_0004.avi every predetermined capacity in the record 
ing folder 100_PDR. That is, the CPU 17a divides and 
sequentially records the digital moving image data continu 
ously-picked-up on time series into the plurality of recording 
?les PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi Which are set every 
predetermined recording capacity in the recording folder 
100_PDR of the HDD 40. 

[0050] A description is given of the state for dividing the 
digital continuous moving image data on time series into the 
plurality of recording ?les PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi 
and for recording the divided recording ?les to the HDD 40 
With reference to FIG. 4. The CPU 17a sets and creates the 
recording ?les PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi every 
recording capacity of 512 MB of the SD -card to the HDD 40 
having the recording capacity of 2 GB. That is, the CPU 17a 
starts the image pickup operation of the moving image, then, 
the digital moving image data is recorded, starting from the 
?rst recording ?le PDR_0001.avi set to the HDD 40. The 
digital moving image data recorded to the ?rst recording ?le 
PDR_0001.avi reaches the recording capacity of 512 MB 
and then the neXt recording ?le PDR_0002.avi is set and is 
continuously recorded. As mentioned above, the CPU 17a 
creates a recording ?le and records the subsequent digital 
moving image data each time When the digital moving 
image data to be recorded reaches the recording capacity of 
512 MB. 
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[0051] That is, the digital moving image data having the 
amount of data of 2 GB is divided into the four recording 
?les PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi each having the 
recording capacity of 512 MB and is recorded to the HDD 
40 having the recording capacity of 2 GB. The recording 
capacity of the recording ?les PDR_0001.avi to 
PDR_0004.avi is the same as that of the SD-card 50 having 
the recording capacity of 512 MB. Therefore, the digital 
moving image data recorded to the recording ?les 
PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi in the HDD 40 is divided 
into four SD-cards 50 and is transferred and recorded to the 
four SD-cards 50. 

[0052] Next, a description is given of the setting of the 
recording capacity of the recording ?le Which is divided and 
is recorded to the HDD 40. The user uses a mode setting 
button of the operating unit 30 in the electronic camera 10 
and enables the CPU 17a to develop a setting mode of 
dividing and recording to the HDD 40. The setting mode of 
dividing and recording is developed and then the CPU 17a 
displays a dividing siZe setting screen 25 shoWn in FIG. 5 
on the liquid crystal display 19‘ of the image display 
apparatus 19. 

[0053] The dividing siZe setting screen 25 displayed on the 
liquid crystal display 19‘ in the electronic camera 10 com 
prises: setting area 26 including a plurality of ?Xed capaci 
ties, serving as ?rst setting of siZe in recording ?le; setting 
area 27 including SD-card siZe and SD-card free-space siZe, 
serving as second setting of siZe in recording ?le, for 
detecting the siZe/free-space capacity of SD-card and setting 
the detected siZe/free-space capacity of SD-card; and setting 
area 28 of the input of a direct value, serving as third set of 
siZe in recording ?le. 

[0054] The setting area 26 displays, from the plurality of 
?Xed capacities serving as the ?rst setting of siZe in record 
ing ?le, the commercially available siZes of recording capac 
ity of the SD-card 50 attached to the sub-storage-medium 
slot 51, e.g., siX siZes including 128 MB, 256 MB, 512 MB, 
1024 MB, 1536 MB, and 2024 MB. The user selects and 
inputs the siZe of the sub storage medium 50 attached to the 
electronic camera 10 from the siX displayed siZes. The CPU 
17a sets the recording capacity siZe of divided and recording 
?le to the HDD 40 from among the siZe selected and 
inputted by the user. 

[0055] The setting area 27 for detecting the siZe/free-space 
capacity of the SD-card and setting the detected siZe/free 
space capacity of the SD-card, serving as the second setting 
of siZe in recording ?le, detects the total siZe of recording 
capacity of the SD-card 50 attached to the sub-storage 
medium slot 51, or detects the siZe of free-space capacity 
With no recorded data in the SD-card 50 attached to the 
sub-storage-medium slot 51, by using an SD-card capacity 
detecting unit (not shoWn) arranged to the electronic camera 
10. The CPU 17a sets the siZe of divided and recording ?le 
of the HDD 40 in accordance With the total siZe of recording 
capacity of the SD-card 50 detected by the SD-card detect 
ing unit or the siZe of free-space capacity. 

[0056] The setting area 28 for inputting the direct value, 
serving as the third setting of siZe in recording ?le, inputs 
values betWeen the minimum siZe to maXimum siZe of the 
recording capacity set in advance by operating an up/doWn 
button by the user, and inputs the capacity siZe in a divided 
and recording ?le. The CPU 17a sets the capacity siZe of the 
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divided and recording ?le of the HDD 40 in accordance With 
the capacity siZe inputted by the user. 

[0057] The user selects and touches the setting method of 
the desired siZe in accordance With the dividing siZe setting 
screen 25 displayed on the liquid crystal 19‘ of the electronic 
camera 10, and sets the capacity siZe of the divided and 
recording ?le upon recording the digital moving image data 
to the HDD 40. 

[0058] FIG. 5 shoWs the state (shoWn by an arroW) for 
selecting 512 MB in the setting area 26 serving as the ?rst 
setting of siZe in recording ?le, from the ?xing capacities. 

[0059] The CPU 17a records the digital continuous mov 
ing image data on time series in accordance With the siZe of 
divided and recording ?le, Which is set to the HDD 40 in 
accordance With the dividing siZe setting screen 25. The list 
of recording ?les created by the CPU 17a Will be described 
With reference to FIG. 6. 

[0060] The list of divided and recording ?les includes: a 
?le name; start time and end time of the recording of the 
digital moving image data of the ?le name; and link desti 
nation information at ending, indicating the next recording 
?le, for continuously recording of the siZe in recording 
capacity of the ?le upon ending the recording of the digital 
moving image data up to the siZe of capacity. 

[0061] In order to ensure the digital continuous moving 
image data on time series recorded to each recording ?le 
upon dividing and recording to a plurality of recording ?les 
With a preset capacity siZe, referring to FIG. 7, the CPU 17a 
redundantly records the digital moving image data for 30 sec 
before the recording end time of the ?rst PDR_0001.avi and 
that for 30 sec after the recording start time of the second 
PDR_0002.avi (for a period shoWn by an arroW). Thus, the 
digital moving image data betWeen the recording ?les are 
continuously read and played as continuous data on time 
series. 

[0062] The CPU 17a records the redundantly recorded 
time information for 30 sec before the recording end time 
and after the recording start time of the recording ?le to the 
link destination information at the recording end time in the 
list of divided and recording ?les shoWn in FIG. 6, together 
With the next recording ?le name and time information for 
redundant recording. The CPU 17a further controls the 
timing for reading and playing the digital moving image data 
from the next recording ?le based on the redundant time 
information of the list of divided and recording ?les. 

[0063] As mentioned above, the electronic camera 10 
according to the embodiment divides and sets the recording 
?le of the digital continuous moving image data on time 
series to each alloWable recording capacity of the SD-card 
50 and records the divided recording ?les to the HDD 40. 

[0064] Next, a description is given of the operation for 
transferring and recording the digital moving image data 
Which is divided and is recorded based on the unit of 
recording ?le to the HDD 40 by using the SD-card 50 
serving as a storage medium for data transfer. The user uses 
an operating button of the operating unit 30 With regard to 
the CPU 17a to input an operating mode for transferring and 
recording the data from the HDD 40 to the SD-card 50. The 
CPU 17a transfers, to the SD-card 50 attached to the 
electronic camera 10, the digital moving image data in each 
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recording ?le recorded to the HDD 40, under the operating 
mode for transferring and recording the data, and copies and 
records the transferred data. That is, the digital moving 
image data is divided into the four recording ?les 
PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi and then the four recording 
?les PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi are recorded to the 
HDD 40. The above-mentioned digital moving image data is 
copied and is recorded to one SD-card 50 corresponding to 
each of the recording ?les PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi, 
that is, is divided, copied, and recorded to four SD-cards 50. 

[0065] The HDD 40 after transferring, copying, and 
recording the recording ?les to the four SD-cards 50 erases 
the digital moving image data of the recording ?les 
PDR_0001.avi to PDR_0004.avi, thereby enabling record 
ing neW moving image data. A plurality of SD-cards 50 are 
portable and retained by the user, and the data of the 
SD-cards 50 is transferred and recorded to another storage 
medium such as a DVD-RAM, in order of the transferred 
and recorded recording ?les PDR_0001.avi to 
PDR_0004.avi and the SD-cards 50 by using the personal 
computer later. 

[0066] The recording of the digital moving image data for 
the image pickup operation of the moving image has been 
described according to the embodiment. HoWever, the 
present invention can be applied to the recording of audio 
continuous data on time series and various data, in place of 
the digital moving image data. Further, the electronic camera 
10 is used as the digital still camera according to the 
embodiment. HoWever, the present invention can be applied 
to a digital video camera or a data recording apparatus Which 
records digital information data including characters con 
tinuous on time series and symbols. The electronic camera 
10 may be a data recording apparatus comprising the image 
encode/decode circuit 20 serving as a digital information 
data creating unit for converting the information continuous 
on time series into the digital information data. 

[0067] Next, a description is given of the electronic cam 
era 10 comprising a data recording control unit of the CPU 
17a Which divides picked-up digital still image data into a 
plurality of recording ?les and records the divided recording 
?les to the main storage medium 40 in the still-image pickup 
operation according to the embodiment of the present inven 
tion, With reference to FIG. 8. 

[0068] The user selects and inputs a mode for picking-up 
the still image by using the mode setting button of the 
operating unit 30 and then an image pickup signal of the 
subject at the timing of pressing the shutter button 31 is 
captured in the electronic camera 10, as a still image signal. 
The CPU 17a has the A/D converting circuit 14 and the CCD 
signal processing circuit 15 convert the electronic signal of 
the subject converted by the CCD 13 at the timing of 
pressing the shutter button 31 into a digital still image signal 
so as to temporarily store the converted signal to the ?ash 
ROM 21. Further, the CPU 17a has the image display 
processing circuit 18 perform the image display processing 
of the digital still image signal temporarily-stored in the 
?ash ROM 21, and the liquid crystal 19‘ of the image display 
apparatus 19 display the picked-up still image. Furthermore, 
the CPU 17a has the image encode/decode circuit 20 encode 
and compress the digital still image signal by a predeter 
mined still image signal processing in order to convert the 
digital still image signal to the digital still image data, and 
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the HDD 40 as the main storage medium to record the 
converted digital still image data. 

[0069] The CPU 17a records the digital still image data 
created by the image encode/decode circuit 20 to the HDD 
40. Upon recording the digital still image data to the HDD 
40, unlike the above-mentioned recording of the digital 
moving image data, the dividing and recording folder is 
created to the HDD 40 based on the recording capacity of the 
SD-card 50. One dividing and recording folder is created by 
setting the digital still image data of one still image as one 
recording ?le. Referring to FIG. 9, the CPU 17a sets a 
plurality of recording folders 100_PDR, 101_PDR, . . . to the 
HDD 40 based on the recording capacity of the SD-card 50. 
One recording folder 100_PDR is created by setting the 
digital still image data containing one still image, and a 
plurality of divided still images are recorded respectively to 
a plurality of recording ?les PDR_0001.jpg, PDR_0002.jpg, 
PDR_0003.jpg, . . . . When the total recording capacity of 

the recording ?les PDR_0001.jpg, PDR_0002.jpg, 
PDR_0003.jpg, . . . recorded to the recording folder 

100_PDR is over the recording capacity set to the recording 
folder 100_PDR, the CPU 17a sets the neW recording folder 
101_PDR. The CPU 17a sets the recording ?les 
PDR_0001.jpg, PDR_0002.jpg, PDR_0003.jpg, . . . for each 

of the still images to the recording folder neWly set, and 
divides and records the PDR_0001.jpg, PDR_0002.jpg, 
PDR_0003.jpg, . . . . 

[0070] The digital still image data does not need to be 
continuous on time series. Therefore, the CPU 17a creates in 
the HDD 40 the recording folders divided every recording 
capacity of the SD-card 50, and sets and records a plurality 
of recording ?les for each still image in the created recording 
folder. Further, When the total amount of recording data in 
the plurality of recording ?les in one recording folder of the 
HDD 40 is over the recording capacity set to the recording 
folder, the CPU 17a creates a neW recording folder. Further, 
the CPU 17a creates a plurality of recording ?les in the neW 
recording ?le and sequentially records the still image data. 

[0071] In the still image pickup operation, the electronic 
camera 10 enables the user to select and set the picture 
quality by the operating unit 30. The electronic camera 10 
has the amount of still image data varying depending on the 
quality of still image, and has the larger amount of data, the 
higher quality the still image has. Therefore, the recording 
folder set to the HDD 40 has the number of recording ?les 
varying depending on the quality of picked-up still image. 
Thus, the CPU 17a adds the amount of data of the recording 
?le Which has already been recorded and monitors Whether 
or not the amount of data as the addition result is over the 
recording capacity set to the recording folder so as to record 
the digital still image data to the recording folder of the 
HDD 40. When the digital still image data for neW recording 
is added and the amount of data as the addition result is over 
the recording capacity set to the recording folder, the CPU 
17a creates a neW recording folder. 

[0072] A description is given of the operation for creating 
the recording folder by the CPU 17a in the recording of 
digital still image data With reference to FIG. 8. In step S1, 
the CPU 17a of the electronic camera 10 starts the driving 
of a still imager pickup mode When the user selects and 
inputs the still image pickup mode from the operating unit 
30. In step S2, the CPU 17a has the image encode/decode 
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circuit 20 encode and compress the signal of one still image 
picked-up by operating the shutter button 31 as the still 
image in order to convert the digital still image signal to 
digital still image data. Further, the CPU 17a has the digital 
still image data be recorded as a neW recording ?le in the 
recording folder set to the HDD 40. In step S3, the CPU 17a 
determines, upon recording the neW digital still image data 
picked-up in step S2 to the recording folder of the HDD 40, 
Whether or not the total data capacity obtained by adding the 
amount of data as the addition result of the digital still image 
data in a plurality of recording ?les Which have already been 
recorded to the recording folder of the HDD 40 and the 
amount of digital still image data for recording as a neW 
recording ?le is over the siZe of recording capacity set to the 
recording folder. 

[0073] If NO in step S3, the CPU 17a records the neW 
digital still image data as a neW recording ?le and returns to 
step S2 Whereupon the processing shifts to the image pickup 
operation of the neXt still image. If YES in step S3, then, in 
step S4, the CPU 17a creates the neW recording folder for 
recording the neW digital still image data to the HDD 40, and 
records the created recording folder as a recording ?le of the 
neW recording folder. After ending to create the neW record 
ing folder and to record the created ?les to the neW recording 
folder in step S4, the CPU 17a returns to step S2 Whereupon 
the processing shifts to the image pickup operation of the 
neXt still image. 

[0074] As mentioned above, in the image pickup operation 
of the still image, the electronic camera 10 similarly records 
a plurality of recording ?les to the recording folder set to the 
HDD 40 based on the recording capacity of the SD-card 50. 
The digital still image data recorded to the HDD 40 can be 
transferred, copied, and recorded to the SD-card 50 based on 
the unit of recording folder. Similarly to the moving image 
data, the data can be transferred to another storage medium 
via the SD-card 50 serving as a transfer storage medium. 

[0075] Incidentally, the ?oWchart shoWn in FIG. 8 can be 
used for the operation for creating the recording ?le of the 
digital moving image data in the HDD 40 in the image 
pickup operation of the moving image, by replacing step S2 
With a “start of image pickup operation of the moving image 
by operating the shutter button 31” and further by replacing 
step S4 With a “creation of neW recording ?le”. 

[0076] Having described the embodiments of the inven 
tion referring to the accompanying draWings, it should be 
understood that the present invention is not limited to those 
precise embodiments and various changes and modi?cations 
thereof could be made by one skilled in the art Without 
departing from the spirit or scope of the invention as de?ned 
in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A data recording apparatus comprising: 

a digital information data creating unit Which creates 
digital information data by performing predetermined 
encoding and compression on continuous input infor 
mation signals on time series; 

a storage medium Which records the digital information 
data created by the digital information data creating 
unit; and 
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a data recording control unit Which divides the digital 
information data created by the digital information data 
creating unit into a plurality of data based on the unit 
of preset data capacity and records the data to the 
storage medium. 

2. The data recording apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein the digital information data creating unit further 
creates digital information data by performing predeter 
mined encoding and compression on an input information 
signal that is not continuous on time series. 

3. The data recording apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein the storage medium is a main storage medium 
Which divides the digital information data and records the 
divided digital information data, and the data recording 
apparatus further comprises a sub storage medium Which is 
freely detachable and copies and records the digital infor 
mation data that is divided and recorded to the main storage 
medium, With the recording capacity smaller than that of the 
main storage medium. 

4. The data recording apparatus according to claim 3, 
Wherein the main storage medium is a hard disk and the sub 
storage medium is a semiconductor memory. 

5. The data recording apparatus according to claim 3, 
Wherein the data recording control unit sets the dividing and 
recording data capacity Which is preset to divide the data and 
record the divided data to the main storage medium included 
in the storage medium Within the total recording capacity of 
the sub storage medium, or detects the recording capacity or 
free-space recording capacity of the sub storage medium and 
the detached one is set as the recording capacity. 

6. The data recording apparatus according to claim 3, 
Wherein, upon dividing and recording the data to the main 
storage medium of the storage medium, the data recording 
control unit creates a recording ?le or folder name for 
dividing and recording the digital information data, data on 
the recording start time and recording end time of the digital 
information data for each recording ?le or folder name, and 
a ?le list containing information on the neXt recording ?le or 
folder name for recording the digital continuous information 
data. 

7. The data recording apparatus according to claim 6, 
Wherein, upon dividing the digital information data and 
recording the divided digital information data to the main 
storage medium of the storage medium, the data recording 
control unit redundantly records data corresponding to a 
predetermined time of the head portion and the end portion 
of the divided and recorded digital information data, and sets 
the redundantly recorded information to the ?le list. 

8. The data recording apparatus according to claim 6, 
Wherein the data recording control unit copies and records 
the digital image data recorded to the main storage medium 
of the storage medium every divided and recorded ?le to the 
sub storage medium based on the ?le list. 

9. An electronic camera comprising: 

an image pickup unit Which converts an optical image of 
a subject into an electronic signal, performs predeter 
mined signal processing of the electronic signal, and 
creates an image pickup signal; 

a digital image data creating unit Which performs prede 
termined encoding and compression of the image 
pickup signal created by the image pickup unit and 
creates digital image data; 
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a storage medium Which records the digital image data 
created by the digital image data creating unit; and 

a data recording control unit Which divides the digital 
image data based on the unit of preset data capacity and 
records the divided data to the storage medium. 

10. The electronic camera according to claim 9, Wherein 
the image pickup unit comprises an image pickup selecting 
unit Which selects Whether the image pickup operation is 
performed for a still image or a moving image, and the 
digital image data creating unit encodes and compresses the 
image pickup signal in accordance With the still image or 
moving image selected by the image pickup selecting unit of 
the image pickup unit and creates digital image data of the 
still image or moving image. 

11. The electronic camera according to claim 9, Wherein 
the digital image data creating unit creates digital audio data 
that is created by predetermined encoding and compression 
of audio continuous data on time series, in place of the image 
pickup signal from the image pickup unit, and the data 
recording control unit divides the digital audio data based on 
the unit of preset recording capacity of the storage medium 
and records the divided data. 

12. The electronic camera according to claim 9, Wherein 
the storage medium is a main storage medium Which divides 
and records the digital image data, and the electronic camera 
further comprises a sub storage medium Which is freely 
detachable and copies and records the digital image data that 
is divided and is recorded to the main storage medium, With 
the recording capacity smaller than that of the main storage 
medium. 

13. The electronic camera according to 12, Wherein the 
main storage medium is a hard disk and the sub storage 
medium is a semiconductor memory. 

14. The electronic camera according to claim 12, Wherein 
the data recording control unit sets, Within the total record 
ing capacity of the sub storage medium, the dividing and 
recording data capacity Which is preset to divide the data and 
record the divided data to the main storage medium included 
in the storage medium, or detects the recording capacity or 
free recording capacity of the sub storage medium and the 
detected one is set as the recording capacity. 

15. The electronic camera according to claim 12, Wherein, 
upon dividing and recording the data to the main storage 
medium of the storage medium, the data recording control 
unit creates a recording ?le or folder name for dividing and 
recording the digital information data, data on the recording 
start time and recording end time of the digital information 
data for each recording ?le or folder name, and a ?le list 
containing information on the neXt recording ?le or folder 
name for recording the digital continuous information data. 

16. The electronic camera according to claim 15, Wherein, 
upon dividing the digital information data and recording the 
divided digital information data to the main storage medium 
of the storage medium, the data recording control unit 
redundantly records data corresponding to a predetermined 
time of the head portion and the end portion of the divided 
and recorded digital information data, and sets the redun 
dantly recorded information to the ?le list. 

17. The electronic camera according to claim 15, Wherein 
the data recording control unit copies and records the digital 
image data recorded to the main storage medium of the 
storage medium every recording and recording to the sub 
storage medium based on the ?le list. 

* * * * * 


